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Exploring the history, ancient baobabs, and
vast birdlife of Kruger’s fabled Pafuri region
Andrew Thompson
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Is this how it starts, I wonder, as I stand alone on the deck outside my tent, mere kilometres from

Zimbabwe and Mozambique, and as far north as you can overnight in the Kruger National Park.

I'm shirtless, and shoeless, and wearing a floppy hat, possibly in this combination for the first

time. At least since I could voluntarily dress myself. There’s a pair of binoculars around my neck,

and I’m using them to zoom in on a black and white bird - a pied kingfisher, or maybe a giant -

hovering frantically above the Luvuvhu river.

This scenario may well be the first and most obvious sign of my inevitable decline into middle

age. But perhaps it also signals the slide into something seemingly related, and a little more

unnerving: becoming a birder.

The kingfisher stops flapping. In an aerodynamic move that inspired the design of Japanese

bullet trains, it tucks its wings, pivots forward, and points its spear-like beak towards the water. In

a show hopefully unrelated to Japanese bullet trains, it crashes into the surface at such speed

for its tiny body that it seems as if it should, surely, have suffered an irreparable concussion.

But, like a child in a suburban swimming pool diving for toys, it emerges triumphantly, if

somewhat bewildered, with a tiny, shimmering fish, possibly a baby tiger or barbel or any of the

other 40 or so species known to swim these abundant waters. It escorts the snack to a nearby

branch, gurgles it down, and flits out of sight.

Hours earlier, though, I wasn't quite so enraptured by birds. Instead, I was somewhat petulantly

asking Return Africa guide Hlahla Chauke why the small fist-sized blob we'd travelled several

kilometres off course to find, pre-breakfast, was worthy of the detour.

"This is an Arnot’s Chat,” Hlahla says as we watch it bounce among the lower branches of dense

mopane trees. It's joined by another, to the audible excitement of the guests sharing my vehicle.

I've seen more impressive birds in Joburg, I almost say aloud, but Hlahla has clocked me long

ago.

"They don’t look especially beautiful," he says before I embarrass myself further. "But they're

unusual in South Africa. This is a lifer for many birders who visit Pafuri."

Even if the bird is visually unimpressive, its rarity in South Africa is undeniably appealing. And it's

one of a handful that Hlahla can almost guarantee his guests.

"They’re often between kilometre markers 13 and 14 on the main road," he says casually, pointing

to the small concrete signs as we pull away and head for breakfast.

Not all of Pafuri's lifers (essentially, the first time anyone sees a specific bird, usually after

seeking it out) are as easy to find as these, but if there's a guide who can give you the best shot,

it's Hlahla. He knows where resident owls live, when to jam on the breaks for alarm calls, and

can identify a bird by its silhouette, from hundreds of metres away, while driving, and holding

down a conversation about baobabs.

If there’s a particular species you're after, he obviously can't guarantee it - but if all the guests

agree, he'll happily spend an entire day looking for it with you. His ornithological verve for

anything from a tiny red-billed quelea to a whopping martial eagle is infectious, as is that of most

guests who make birding pilgrimages to the region.

Big Five or bust

"Here's a story for you," says Chris, one of the bird-enthusiast guests. He wears perfectly

patinated veldskoens, has one of those chest binocular harnesses, and carries a thumbed bird

book. He's addressing our small group standing on the banks of the Limpopo, watching the sun

set somewhere over southern Zimbabwe.

"I was once on a game drive," he continues. "And someone pipes up: I don't stop for anything

under five kilograms."

He delivers the anecdote with good comedic timing and has a receptive audience that chortles

in solidarity. Not me, though. Instead, I raise a beaded beer bottle to my lips to give my mouth

something else to do - and think how easily the protagonist of his joke could have been my dad.

Or, for that matter, me.

I grew up on at least two annual trips family holidays to the Kruger Park. But these consisted of a

diet of Big Five or Bust, scouring roadsides for hours each day in search of predators. We could

glance into branches, but only in search of leopards. Requesting the vehicle stop for a bird

smaller than an owl or eagle was, mostly, ridiculed.

This approach was thrilling. The next dramatic sighting always felt like it was around the next

corner, and the strategy meant often it was. But four decades plus two days of slowly bumbling

around Pafuri later was revealing another side to the Kruger Park experience.

"Occasionally, we have guests only interested in the Big Five," Hlahla says, filling Chris’s post-

anecdote silence. "This can be challenging, but it doesn't take long for them to start appreciating

what we offer instead."

And few people are better placed to distil what they offer than Hlahla. His quiet passion for the

region's birds and landscapes aside, his Makuleke ancestors lived, farmed, fished, and

flourished on the land he now traverses daily as a guide. Until, that is, they were forcibly

removed from their land at gunpoint in the 1900s.

A land claim success story

What many who visit Kruger Park don't know, or choose to ignore, is that while it may have

started small, in what today is the south of the reserve, officials quickly grew hungry for more.

They expanded north and, in doing so, kicked people to the park's outskirts, where communities

were forced to re-establish themselves and where many remain.

When officials reached the Luvuvhu River in the early 1900s, they met resistance from the

Makuleke people living on the lush northeastern corner of land between South Africa,

Mozambique, and Zimbabwe. They resolutely declined the initial instructions to leave the land

they'd grown up on, but after various nefarious governmental tactics failed, a convoy of trucks

loaded with armed police officers arrived at the river and left them little choice but to leave.

The experience, related by several Return Africa staff whose parents experienced the forced

removals first-hand, is by all accounts a traumatic one. But from this came one of post-apartheid

South Africa's better news land restitution stories. In the mid-1990s, after four years of

negotiations with South Africa's first democratic government, the Makuleke received their land

back. However, under the new agreement, the people wouldn’t return to live there; instead, they

would lease concessions to a handful of operators.

This decision retains the area's wilderness status within the Kruger Park and means that

outsiders can still enjoy one of the Kruger's most fabled regions. Many who do so base

themselves at Return Africa's fixed-tented property, Pafuri Camp, and there's unlikely to be a

better location. 

Return Africa's en-suite tents, set on elevated boardwalks above the Luvuvhu and among the

trees, are comfortable but unpretentious. Their most delightful quality is their permeability to the

surroundings - warm summer air that blends into cool evening breezes, mysterious crackling

twigs in the dense undergrowth during the heat of the day that become shrill cicadas, whooping

hyena calls, and chilling jackal cries by night.

In the heat of the day, buffalos and elephants wallow in the shallows of the Luvuvhu or venture

across it for fresh grazing. Crocodiles swirl in the channels or sidle up the sandbanks, and

baboons sip tentatively from its shallows. There's barely a need to leave your perch, but you will,

of course, do so frequently.

Venturing out

While it's true that there are fewer predators in the Kruger Park's north - hyenas operate as the

apex predators and fleeting glimpses of leopard are possible, if unlikely - there are also none of

the traffic jams and stresses that have started to plague the south. And you'll encounter plenty of

other wildlife, from warthogs and zebras to nyala, kudu, and eland, living their best predator-free

lives in what could be a feel-good Lion King sequel.

Some checklists feature close to 300 Pafuri birds, and all include some national and global

rarities. But even if you’re not chasing numbers, there are dozens of notable species to look out

for.

Owls are a major drawcard. There are few better places to increase your chances of ticking off

the revered Pel's fishing owl. But even if you don't, you’ll almost certainly encounter the tiny

pearl-spotted owlet, which practically begs to be spotted with its shrill call. And find yourself on

the receiving end of a death stare from the pink-eye-lidded Verreaux's eagle owl - either in camp

or on a morning drive.

The vast concession includes vleis for waterbirds like stalks and herons, and open plains and

dense mopane trees where you may spot mottled spinetails, three-banded coursers, or, in our

case, an Arnot's chat or two.

Still, Pafuri drives focus more on the scenic landscapes than anything else. This is a wilderness

still being defined by its rivers - the ancient, snaking Limpopo, which arrives from the Angolan

highlands, and the virile Luvuvhu, which courses a more aggressive path across the land and is,

quite incredibly, creating the spectacular Lanner Gorge in geological real-time.

Ancient baobabs - some carbon dated to over 1 000 years old and with girths requiring at least a

dozen outstretched humans to give it a full huge - dot the rocky outcrops. You’ll almost certainly

visit the mythical Crook's Corner, the meeting point of the Luvuvhu and Limpopo, and three

African countries. As you will the eery fever tree forest - either on foot or from a vantage point

with a beverage in hand.

Towards the end of the journey, while looking out across the fever tree forest on a sunset stop, I

ask Brent Evans, a guide for Return Africa’s seasonal walking safaris, why Pafuri.

"This is about the most idyllic and authentic bush experience you can get," he says, gesturing to

the vista around him. He's about to add more but instead trails off, letting the setting, with the

sun cycling through the ambit of reds and oranges behind a grove of lime fever trees, do the

talking.

Like many things of innate, long-term value, Pafuri creeps up on you slowly; for newcomers, it is

something of an acquired taste. This isn't the dramatic leopard sighting that has you immediately

craving the next type of safari; instead, it's one about slow days exploring an otherworldly land

few will ever get to.

And about days spent standing shirtless on your deck in a floppy hat contemplating far more

profound matters, or, often, little more than the small, beautiful bird in your binoculars about to

catch a mid-morning snack.

If you go

Return Africa’s Pafuri Collection includes fixed-tented accommodation and seasonal walking

tours. A stay at the fixed camp includes morning and scenic drives, bush walks when available,

and breakfast, high-tea, and dinner.

Until end-July, Return Africa is offering a discounted rate for South African citizens upon

enquiry.

Getting there

Echo Skies offers fixed-wing charter air transfers from Johannesburg’s OR Tambo International

Airport to Pafuri landing strip 10 minutes from camp.

Airlink and CemAir offer regular flights to Hoedspruit Airport from Cape Town and

Johannesburg, where ground transfers are available via Sable Tours. Alternatively, car hire is

available at Hoedspruit Airport for a self-drive option. Much of the journey travels through the

park at lower speeds, so factor in at least five hours for the drive between the airport and the

camp.

Driving from Johannesburg to Pafuri takes roughly seven hours.

Visitors self-driving must adhere to SAN Parks regulations and gate closing times, and are

subject to conservation fees.

- Andrew Thompson was a guest of Return Africa
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A Return Africa vehicle dwarfed by two ancient baobabs in Pafuri. (Andrew Thompson)

Kruger Park's Pafuri region, in its remote northeastern corner, is a legendary destination
for birders.

But it also has otherworldly landscapes, ancient baobabs, an eery fever tree forest, and
plenty of general game.

Staying overnight in the Makuleke concession also offers a window into South Africa’s
past - and stands out as one of the park's more positive land claim stories.
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Coffee break along the Luvuvhu River. (Andrew Thompson)

Looking into Zimbabwe from higher grounds in the Makuleke concession. (Andrew Thompson)

Birders will revel in the spotting opportunities at coffee stops and drink breaks. (Andrew Thompson)

A Return Africa vehicle dwarfed by two ancient baobabs in Pafuri. (Andrew Thompson)

Tented rooms in Return Africa Pafuri are simple and comfortable, and offer an immersive bush experience.

(Andrew Thompson).

A buffalo feeds on lush vegetation lining the Luvuvhu, as seen from Return Africa's Pafuri camp. (Andrew

Thompson)

Sunrise from Return Africa's Pafuri Camp, overlooking the Luvuvhu River. (Andrew Thompson) A buffalo feeds on lush vegetation lining the Luvuvhu, as seen from Return Africa's Pafuri camp. (Andrew

Thompson)

Coffee break along the Luvuvhu River. (Andrew Thompson)

Guests get ample opportunities to step off vehicles and have coffee or sundowners in scenic locations. (Andrew

Thompson)

Coffee break along the Luvuvhu River. (Andrew Thompson)

A white-fronted bee-eater catches a butterfly on the Return Africa boardwalks. (Andrew Thompson).

Sunset over the fever tree forests. (Andrew Thompson)

Sunset over the fever tree forests. (Andrew Thompson)
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